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Cleveland, OH 44111

Phone: (216) 252-3000 - Email:
sales@access1alarm.com

  7701V

   Brand: Viper
Product Code: 7701V
Availability: In Stock
UPC:  041114018000

Price: $139.99 

Short Description
Viper LCD 2-Way Remote

Description

Brand NEW Viper 7701V Responder SST LCD 2-way 1-Mile
Range Remote Control Transmitter

Looking for a replacement Viper remote control for your system or just need an
additional remote control? Buy brand new from Access 1 Alarm and Audio!

This remote control is from the original manufacturer ensuring that you are
receiving a genuine NEW product made for your Viper system. The 7701V
remote works with many Viper, Python and Clifford systems and is the first of the
SST 1-mile 2-way LCD remote controls from Viper

Works with the following Viper systems:

Viper 5500 / 4301V
Viper 5900 / 5301V

Will also work with the following Clifford Matrix and Python systems

Clifford Matrix 20.5X / 4301X



Clifford Matrix 50.5X / 5301X

 

Python 950 / 4301P
Python 990 / 5301P

This remote control does include the battery which is wrapped in plastic inside
the remote control. Please remove the plastic off the battery and re-insert into the
remote control. Includes the belt clip.

NOTE: Consider purchasing with a leather case to help protect your remote
control from accidental drops.View our Leather Cases in the store or add the
leather case to your order in the above ordering options.

Please make sure you have a working control unit installed in the vehicle prior to
ordering this remote control. Programming instructions are included in the
package and will require accessing your valet/programming switch. Video
instructions will be available on our YouTube page under remote controls.

 

YouTube Channel Link

 

Please contact us if you have any questions.
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https://www.youtube.com/user/access1alarmandaudio
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